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Equilibrium shape of 4He crystal under zero
gravity below 200 mK
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INTRODUCTION
The equilibrium crystal shape (ECS) reflects a large amount of physical
information, such as the angular dependence of the interfacial free
energy, the existence of a roughening transition, and the dependence
of step-step interaction on the step interval (1). Thus, the observation
of the ECS is one of the most direct and convincing methods to investigate crystalline properties. However, practical realization of the ECS is
very difficult because of the very poor interface motion of crystals, which
hinders the equilibration process. All macroscopic crystals observed are
those that are quenched during growth. One unique exception is the
4
He quantum crystal grown from a superfluid at low temperatures. In
the 4He crystal–superfluid system at low temperatures, the crystal
growth coefficient is determined by the scattering of elementary excitations within the system. As the temperature decreases toward T = 0 K,
the growth coefficient becomes divergently large enough for the 4He
crystal to reach an equilibrium state in an extremely short period (2).
Thus, the 4He crystal is the most probable candidate for the observation
of ECS. Down to 300 mK, three types of facets, (0001), (1010), and
(1011), are known to exist in hexagonal close-packed 4He crystals
and are referred to as c-facet, a-facet, and s-facet, respectively (2).
However, as a further problem concerning ECS experiments on the
ground, the effect of gravity must be excluded because gravity considerably deforms the crystal and conceals the ECS that is purely determined
by the interfacial free energy. The interfacial free energy should dominate the formation of the crystal, as long as the crystal is much smaller
than the capillary length lc = (a/Drg)1/2, where a, Dr, and g are the interfacial free energy, the density difference between the two phases, and
the gravity acceleration, respectively. The capillary length of a 4He crystal under the gravity on the ground is about 1 mm, and measurement on
the limited scale would be difficult and produce ambiguities. Furthermore, the 4He crystal is a typical quantum crystal, where the magnitude
of the fluctuations of atoms around their lattice sites is large. As a consequence, the liquid-solid interface is anomalously thick so that the
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lattice influence on the interface position is weak. This is a case of socalled weak coupling. One consequence of this weak coupling is that the
step energy b is small compared to aa, where a is the period of the lattice
in the direction perpendicular to the facet. The ratio of b/aac is proportional to the ratio of the facet size to the crystal size; in the case of 4He,
the size of the c-facet is estimated to be as small as 1/10 of the total crystal
size (2). Thus, to resolve such fine structure of the true ECS, a macroscopic crystal that is free from deformation by gravity is required.
Therefore, a zero-gravity environment is necessary for research on
the ECS with 4He crystals. There are several theoretical studies on the
effect of gravity on the ECS that can support experimentation with 4He
crystals (3–5). Here, we report the first very low temperature experiment
under zero gravity to investigate the ECS of 4He crystals using a customized 3He-4He dilution refrigerator. The parabolic flight of a small
jet plane was adopted to produce a low-gravity environment of less than
0.01g, which can be regarded as practically zero gravity for the present
experiment.

RESULTS
4

He crystal with a nonhorizontal c-facet
The first example of 4He crystal shape transformation is shown in
Fig. 1 at about 150 mK under zero gravity. A video clip of this process
is provided in movie S1. Initially, a rough horizontal surface was dominant under gravity to minimize the gravitational energy, and a small c-facet
appeared near the right-side wall (Fig. 1A). As soon as reduction of the
gravity began (Fig. 1B), the rough surface upheaved to retrieve the deformation by gravity, which resulted in expansion of the c-facet (Fig. 1,
C to F) and the appearance of an a-facet on the left side of the crystal
(Fig. 1F). Similar behavior was observed for the c-facet and a-facet at a
much higher temperature of 600 mK under zero gravity using a 3He
evaporation refrigerator (6). Compared to the high-temperature experiment in which the s-facet was absent, the interface at 150 mK was more
responsive to vibrations of the system because of the higher mobility of
the crystal surface at lower temperature. The vibrations were caused by
air turbulence at the altitude where the parabolic flight was performed.
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Equilibrium crystal shape is the lowest energy crystal shape that is hardly realized in ordinary crystals because of their
slow relaxation. 4He quantum crystals in a superfluid have been expected as unique exceptions that grow extremely
fast at very low temperatures. However, on the ground, gravity considerably deforms the crystals and conceals the
equilibrium crystal shape, and thus, gravity-free environment is needed to observe the equilibrium shape of 4He. We
report the relaxation processes of macroscopic 4He crystals in a superfluid below 200 mK under zero gravity using a
parabolic flight of a jet plane. When gravity was removed from a gravity-flattened 4He crystal, the crystal rapidly
transformed into a shape with flat surfaces. Although the relaxation processes were highly dependent on the initial
condition, the crystals relaxed to a nearly homothetic shape in the end, indicating that they were truly in an equilibrium shape minimizing the interfacial free energy. Thanks to the equilibrium shape, we were able to determine the
Wulff’s origin and the size of the c-facet together with the vicinal surface profile next to the c-facet. The c-facet size was
extremely small in the quantum crystals, and the facet-like flat surfaces were found to be the vicinal surfaces. At the
same time, the interfacial free energy of the a-facet and s-facet was also obtained.
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The s-facet emerged between the c-facet and a-facet (Fig. 1, F to J), although it was often blurred by the frequent vibrations caused by the
turbulence. The s-facet was reported to have an angle of 58.5° to the
c-facet (2), which was consistent with our observation. This was the first
direct recognition of an s-facet for an equilibrium state that was essential
for later analysis, although the s-facet was previously observed on a
slowly growing 4He crystal below 365 mK (7). When gravity had
returned after the parabolic flight, the crystal quickly returned to the
initial shape (Fig. 1, K and L) as the reverse process. The crystal did
not spontaneously detach from the wall during parabolic flight because
of partial wetting of the crystal.
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Fig. 1. Transformation of a He crystal with nonhorizontal c-facet via a
sudden reduction of gravity. (A to L) Gravity values and times elapsed are
presented in each frame. The orientation of the c-facet was inclined from the
horizontal plane. Under gravity, a rough horizontal surface covered most
part of the crystal, and a c-facet appeared in a small portion of the crystal
in the vicinity of the wall, as indicated by the arrows in (A). Under zero-gravity
conditions, the crystal transformed into a different stable shape, and c-facet,
a-facet, and s-facet became visible.
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Fig. 2. Transformation of a He crystal with nearly horizontal c-facet
via a sudden reduction of gravity. (A to R) The reduction of gravity did
not significantly affect the crystal shape (A to C). The successive pictures
(D to P) show the deformation process of the 4He crystal by an acoustic wave
pulse and the subsequent relaxation process after the pulse was turned off.
The deformed crystal relaxed to an equilibrium shape different from the initial shape. After the zero-gravity period (Q and R), the crystal recovered the
initial shape as in (A).
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He crystal with a nearly horizontal c-facet
The crystalline orientation with respect to the wall had a strong influence on the transformation process after the reduction of gravity. As a
second example, a crystal was prepared with the c-facet almost horizontally, and no rough surface appeared except for a small region near the
contact point with the wall. No significant interface motion of the
crystal was observed in this case, as shown in Fig. 2 (A to C). The only
noticeable change was that the curvature of the rough surface near the
contact point became smaller under reduced gravity, which reflects an
enlargement of the capillary length (Fig. 2, B and C). As a result of the
curvature variation, the c-facet grew slightly in the vertical direction,
although this small amount of facet motion is difficult to recognize with
the scale of these figures. The crystal transformation immediately ceased
after the reduction of gravity, and the shape remained until the gravity

was recovered, unless the crystal was perturbed to a large extent.
Pinning by the wall was so strong that the crystal was not able to escape
from this metastable condition set by the wall. The cessation of the
crystal transformation was not attributed to the small growth coefficient
of the facet but to the completion of relaxation to the equilibrium state
under this pinned condition.
An attempt was made to deform the crystal in Fig. 2 during the zerogravity period with an acoustic wave pulse, which can be used to manipulate the crystal on the ground (8–10). An acoustic wave pulse was
applied for 0.5 s from the lower part of the cell to hit the interface in the
upward direction. The central region of the interface (c-facet) where the
acoustic wave impacted was cylindrically deformed, moved upward
via crystallization induced by the acoustic radiation pressure, and
reached the ceiling (Fig. 2, D to F). On the top of the growing interface,
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DISCUSSION
The relaxed shape in Fig. 2 (M to P) is similar to those in Fig. 1 (F to J)
and Fig. 2 (B and C), despite the different onsets of the relaxation processes due to the different initial conditions. The red dotted curves in
Figs. 1G and 2 (B and O) are homothetic, which accounts for the hypothesis that each crystal reached the equilibrium state.
A two-dimensional equilibrium crystal profile of a c-facet and the
adjacent vicinal surface was theoretically predicted (11, 12) as Eq. 1,

with the assumption of a step-step interaction energy of the form s/r2
(1, 13, 14)
2
zð xÞ ¼ −
3

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a3 Dm
ðx − RF Þ3=2
3svs

ð1Þ

where z represents the height variation from the facet (z = 0), x (x ≥ RF)
denotes the distance from the center of the facet, Dm is the chemical
potential difference between the crystal and the ambient phase, s is
the step-step interaction coefficient, and r is the step interval. The radius
of the c-facet RF is expressed as bvs/aDm, where vs is the crystal volume
per unit atom. In addition, as long as the crystal is in the equilibrium
state, the following relation holds for any i-th plane of the crystal
ai Dm
¼
hi 2vs

ð2Þ

which is known as the Wulff theorem (15). Here, ai is the interfacial free
energy of i-th plane, and hi is the distance between the i-th plane and the
origin of the polar plot in the Wulff construction (Wullf’s origin) of the ECS.
RF is derived from Eq. 2 as bhc/2aac, where the indices represent the
values of the c-facet, and is proportional to the characteristic crystal
length and the ratio b/aac. As with the c-facet of the 4He crystal, the
ratio is about 1/10; thus, RF should be much smaller than the crystal size
(2). However, despite this small ratio, a much larger flat region that is
approximately half of the crystal size and parallel to the c-facet is apparent in Figs. 1 and 2.
To solve this discrepancy in the appearance, we compared the observed crystal profile with the numerical curve z(x) calculated using Eq.
1. For that purpose, the value of Dm/vs was needed and could be obtained
from Eq. 2 using the distance between the origin and the c-facet, hc. The
origin of the Wulff plot was determined on the basis of the simple assumption that the perpendicular bisectors of the c-facet and s-facet pass
through the origin, neglecting a small orientation dependency of the
interfacial free energy around the s-facet. Because the s-facet appeared
clearly at the experimental temperature, the position of the origin could
be successfully specified with reasonably good accuracy and is indicated
by the open circle in Fig. 4A for the final relaxed crystal in Fig. 2. The
dashed lines in Fig. 4A are the perpendicular bisectors of each facet. After the origin is determined, the distances between the origin and each
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the temperature and gravity. Temperature of
the sample cell and the mixing chamber due to the application of acoustic
wave pulse was recorded with the gravity.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the facet-like flat surface parallel to the c-facet of
the final relaxed crystal in Fig. 2 with the theoretical curve obtained
using Eq. 1. (A and B) This comparison suggests that the true facet appears
on the narrow area between the open arrows and the vicinal surface occupies the other area. Around the two-headed arrows, the curve deviates from
the surface, where the surface transforms from the vicinal state to the rough
state. The open circle located at the intersection point between the perpendicular bisectors (the dashed lines) of the c-facet and s-facet indicates the
origin in the Wulff construction.
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a c-facet was clearly observed and provides evidence that the deformation was due to crystallization. After the acoustic wave pulse was turned
off, the top of the cylinder detached from the ceiling, became rounded
(Fig. 2H), and then changed into a cone-like shape (Fig. 2I) that was
absorbed into the main body of the crystal, whereas the upper surface
of the body grew slightly (Fig. 2, J to L). The crystal shape in Fig. 2K was
rounded and the c-facet completely disappeared from the interface because of the large perturbation. Subsequently, the c-facet, a-facet, and
s-facet spontaneously appeared from the rough surface (Fig. 2M), and
the images shown in Fig. 2 (M to P) are considered to be the ECS. The
deformation unpinned the contact line between the wall, liquid, and
crystal and allowed the crystal to escape from the metastable condition;
the relaxation processes accompanied the recession of the contact line.
Thus, the deformed crystal relaxed to a completely different shape from
the previous shapes shown in Fig. 2 (B and C).
After the zero-gravity period (Fig. 2, Q and R), the crystal recovered
the initial shape as in Fig. 2A. This indicates that neither unwanted rotation of the crystal nor regrowth of a crystal of different orientation was
induced by the acoustic wave pulse during the zero gravity; the crystal
maintained the original orientation during the zero gravity. A video clip
of Fig. 2 is provided in movie S2.
After the acoustic wave pulse temporarily increased the temperature
of the cell above 330 mK, it was cooled down to about 220 mK within a
few seconds. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the temperature for
the sample cell and the mixing chamber together with the gravity.
Considering the flatness of the 4He crystal melting curve, the small variation of the temperature at about 200 mK would not have any influence on
the crystal shape.
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Table 1. Distances from the Wulff’s origin of the crystal to each facet
and the interfacial free energy derived from the distances. Crystal 1 (2)
corresponds to the relaxed crystal in Fig. 1 (2). The indices represent each
facet (c, a, and s). Errors are derived from the ambiguity in the determination
of the Wulff’s origin.
hc (mm)

ha

hs

aa (erg/cm2)

as

Crystal 1

9.1

10.3

10.6

0.195 ± 0.011

0.200 ± 0.009

Crystal 2

7.0

7.8

7.5

0.192 ± 0.015

0.184 ± 0.009

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A small jet plane (19) conducted the parabolic flight to produce a lowgravity environment for 20 s. Twenty seconds is sufficient time for the
4
He crystal to reach equilibrium, as long as the temperature is below
600 mK (20). Another experimental challenge is to develop a customized
3
He-4He dilution refrigerator for the small jet plane. Several restrictions,
such as the total weight of the equipment, available electric power, and
experimental space and time, must be overcome.
A small Gifford-McMahon refrigerator (21) provided a 4-K stage in
a vacuum chamber. Operation of the refrigerator under parabolic flight
Takahashi et al. Sci. Adv. 2015;1:e1500825
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/1/9/e1500825/DC1
Movie S1. A movie of Fig. 1.
Movie S2. A movie of Fig. 2.
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facet can be measured from the pictures, and the interfacial free energy
of the a-facet and s-facet, aa and as, can be simultaneously extracted from
Eq. 2 by adopting that for the c-facet of the 4He crystal as ac = 0.172 erg/cm2
from the literature (16).
Table 1 summarizes the distances for the relaxed shapes shown in
Figs. 1 and 2 and the interfacial free energy of the a-facet and s-facet. In
addition, the theoretical crystal profile z(x) could be calculated from
the experimental values of b/a ~ 0.014 erg/cm2 (17) and the step-step
interaction coefficient s/a3 ~ 1.63 erg/cm2 (18). The thick curve along
the crystal surface in Fig. 4 represents z(x), and the region between the
open arrows in the magnified view (Fig. 4B) corresponds to the c-facet,
2RF. The theoretical curve was in reasonable agreement with the profile
of the crystal. The inclination of the vicinal surface is shown to be so
small near the facet that the border between the facet and the vicinal
surface could not be macroscopically recognized. The deviation of
z(x) from the crystal profile occurred in the region indicated by the
two-headed arrow in the magnified view of Fig. 4B, where the surface
is inclined about 7° from the c-facet. The reasonable consistency between the experimental crystal profile and the theoretical curve was also
confirmed for the relaxed crystal shown in Fig. 1.
In summary, the relaxation processes and subsequent relaxed shapes
of 4He crystals under zero gravity were strongly dependent on the initial
crystal shapes and crystalline orientation. Comparison of the relaxed
shape with the theoretically predicted equilibrium shape of the c-facet
and the adjacent vicinal surface confirmed that the relaxed crystal
achieved the equilibrium state. Although the ECS under zero gravity
had macroscopically flat wide planes parallel to the c-facet, a-facet,
and s-facet, the facets were only in a very narrow area around the center
of the planes and the other apparently flat planes were identified as vicinal surfaces. These zero-gravity experiments have reconfirmed that the
step free energies of 4He crystals are much smaller than the interfacial
free energies and that all facets of 4He crystals can only be present on
each small region under equilibrium conditions.

was not guaranteed because it contains a considerable amount of oil.
However, the refrigerator was successfully operated many times of parabolic flights. A cylindrical container of liquid 4He with a volume of
8 liters was installed inside the 4-K–stage thermal shield. The liquid container surrounded the ordinary-type dilution refrigerator unit with only
a tube-in-tube heat exchanger, and it supplied the 1-K pot with the liquid. Scroll pumps were used for circulation of the 3He and for the 1-K pot.
The system was successfully operated down to about 140 mK onboard
the aircraft. The base temperature was not affected during the 20 s of parabolic flight. The cryostat and sample cell had optical windows that
enabled observation of the 4He crystals. The 4He crystals were illuminated
from the back side, and motion pictures were acquired from the front
window using a high-resolution charge-coupled device camera (22).
The diameter of the cell windows was 24 mm, and the distance between
them was 20 mm. Ultrasonic transducers were placed on the upper and
lower parts of the sample cell to manipulate the crystals by acoustic radiation pressure (23). Thanks to the ultrahigh mobility of the crystal surface, the pressure of the system was rather uniform and stayed on the
equilibrium crystallization pressure of 25 bar, although any pressure
control was not made.
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